
ALL OUT
Collection of Solution Dyed Acrylic Outdoor Fabric 

Outdoor Vinyl



Indoor-outdoor

UV Pro fabrics are engineered to last 
years without losing their unique 
properties, like colourfastness,  
durability, water and stain repellency. 
The extensive designs and colour  
palette make UV Pro fabrics the most 
practical and functional solution for 
outdoor use. UV Pro is also the perfect 
solution for interior fabrics that look 
beautiful and fresh, year after year.

Application

UV Pro fabrics meet the highest 
technical quality standards when used 
for your garden and pool furniture, 
sun beds, terrace furniture, sun 
umbrellas,  awnings, sun blinds, etc. 
UV Pro products are also ideal for your  
interior draperies, curtains, pillows,  
throws, rugs, coverlets, privacy 
screens, accessories and upholstery. 
UV Pro is a high tech fabric making  
your living space more beautiful,  
comfortable and relaxed.



Solution Dyed Colour

Injecting colour pigments directly into  
the acrylic polymer before spinning  
the yarn enables the colour to  
penetrate the yarn right down to the 
yarn’s core. Solution dyed acrylic 
fabrics are internationally proven for 
colourfastness and durability to be 
the best possible fabrics for outdoor 
use. UV Pro fabrics are renowned for 
their inherent colour fastness when  
exposed to UV rays from the sun and 
variable types of weather. UV Pro  
offers a 5 year limited warranty against 
fading on the fabrics sold under its  
label.

Solution Dyed Acrylic Outdoor Fabric

UV Pro fabrics provide an exceptional  
combination of functional strength and 
sensory softness. These fabrics are 
produced from solution dyed acrylic 
fibres and specifically developed with 
the idea and intention to be strong, 
durable and resilient. UV Pro fabrics 
ensure quality and longevity for years 
to come and they always remain soft 
to the touch and hand-feel, year after 
year.



Outdoor Vinyl

Driven by our passion for design and innovation, 
UV Pro introduces the All Out vinyl collection in a 
selection of summer colours and fabulous metallic 
shades. This collection brings a contemporary 
sophistication and style to your outdoor setting. UV 
Pro outdoor vinyls have an inherent colour fastness 
when exposed to UV sunlight and variable types of 
weather conditions. The UV Pro vinyl collection offers 
a 2 year limited warranty against fading.



Feel the beauty of the morning sun while lounging 

on a comfortable outdoor sofa. A soft sea breeze 

is whispering through the sensuous sheers, the 

promise of a beautiful summer day. 







Basking in the midday 

sun with splashes of  

vibrant colours around  

the pool. 



Lounging in the shade with your feet in 

the pool? You always sit comfortably and 

elegantly on UV Pro.













A warm and balmy evening 

invites for a conversational 

atmosphere with comfortable 

cushions and sofas.





L’Heure Bleue

That magical moment,
when daylight makes room for dusk to enter the sky. 
A busy day shifts into a relaxing mode. 



UV Pro is Green conscious 

All UV Pro fabrics are Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 certified, the 
safety standard and quality label in the international textile and 
clothing industry. Technical assessment and annual re-
evaluation by independent research institutes are focused on 
ecology and healthiness of the entire production cycle, from raw 
materials to the  finished fabric. 

All UV Pro fabrics meet or exceed the strict REACH regulations 
— European standards and rules for discouraging use of any 
dangerous processes, chemicals or substances. The production 
of 100% solution dyed acrylic fibres, yarns and fabrics uses  
substantially less water compared to 100% cotton and other 
fabrics containing natural fibres.

Easy-care, long lasting vibrant colours, durability and robustness 
of UV Pro fabrics guarantee lasting customer satisfaction and 
a long life for the products themselves. UV Pro fabrics have 
a longer life, which results in less waste and replacement. 
 
UV Pro Outdoor Vinyl do not comply with Oekotex standard.
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